MANY OF THEM RAISES THE QUESTION: HOW CAN WE USE TECHNOLOGY TO CREATE TOGETHERNESS AND NOT SEPARATION, LOVE AND NOT SUSPICION, A COMMON FUTURE AND NOT ISOLATION?

TAKASHI HOMMA, HANS ULRICH OBRIST, KATJA RAHLWES, MISHA KAHN, LAWRENCE LEK, ARI VERSLUIS, KYOTARO, RUSHEMY BOTTER & LISI HERREBRUGH, ERWIN WURM, STEPHEN JONES, WINTER VANDENBRINK, AUSTIN LEE, MATTHEW WILLIAMS, APICHATPONG WEEERASETHAKUL, HILARY LLOYD and DEA KULUMBEGASHVILI.

STELLA LUCIA wearing PRADA and NINA RICCI by ERWIN WURM
ARTIST, ERWIN WURM
STYLING, HERMANN FANKHAUSER

Model, STELLA LUCIA at Viva Models
The story shows the following artworks by ERWIN WURM:
*Sitting on Friedrich Nietzsche*, 2020. Marble. 48 x 210 x 150 cm;
*Mercedes W123*, 2021. Polyester. 100 x 205 x 405 cm;
*Mercy*, 2020. Green Malachite. 80 x 28 cm;
*Hope*, 2021. Breccia pontifícia marble. 120 x 125 x 48 cm.
All works courtesy of the artist
White openwork viscose turtleneck sweater, PRADA. Gray dove printed crepe skirt, NINA RICCI

Black mohair wool sweater, PRADA
Black mohair wool sweater, black re-nylon-gabardine skirt and black nylon-gabardine slingback shoes, PRADA
Polyester floral print dress, COMME DES GARÇONS

White felted-wool hat, NINA RICCI. Blue denim trousers, STELLA’s own
Black mohair wool sweater, PRADA. Blue denim trousers, STELLA’s own

Multicolored tie-died cotton sweater, CELINE HOMME. Metal unisex sunglasses, BOTTEGA VENETA
Black sleeveless re-nylon dress and black nylon-gabardine slingback shoes, PRADA
White felted-wool hat, NINA RICCI. Black wool sleeveless jacket, MAISON MARGIELA.
Pearl-wash denim Tomboy jeans, CELINE BY HEDI SLIMANE.

Multicolored striped wool sweater, CELINE HOMME.
Red wool oversize sweater with embroidered clown, CELINE HOMME. Fuchsia furry sabot, MARNI

Pearl-wash denim Tomboy jeans and yellow mohair cardigan, CELINE BY HEDI SLIMANE. Silver carbon motorcycle helmet, CELINE HOMME
Ebony lambskin belted jacket and pencil skirt, LANVIN. Red acetate wraparound sunglasses, BOTTEGA VENETA. Orange Roman Stud calfskin ballerinas, VALENTINO
Brown wool jacket and white calfskin sneakers, CELINE BY HEDI SLIMANE. Viscose trousers and brown calfskin boots, CELINE HOMME. Beige cotton sneakers, MARNI

Striped cotton shirt and pearl-wash denim Tomboy jeans, CELINE BY HEDI SLIMANE
Red and pink jumbo hand-knit dress, BOTTEGA VENETA
Pearl-wash denim Tomboy jeans, CELINE BY HEDI SLIMANE. Black cotton sneakers, MARNI.
Bomber, STELLA’s own